
 

Greetings fellow modelers! 

 We are getting down to 
crunch time--just over a month left 
before our big annual contest.  At 
this month's meeting, we will go 
over the Contest Chairman's check-
list to make sure we have every-
thing in place for an awesome con-
test.  As always, we will need all the 
help we can get to make our show a 
success.  We are scheduled to set 
up on Friday, 16 SEP, and our con-
test will be on the 17th at the Herit-
age Center downtown.   
 Our meeting for next month 
will be held on the SECOND 
Wednesday instead of the third--
that is, it will be on 14 SEP instead 
of 21 SEP.  That way we can have 
our meting before the contest.  The 
meeting that night will be for last 
minute contest details plus our an-
nual judging demo.   
 As a reminder, we need 
models for our raffle.  If you have 
models to donate, try to bring them 

to this month's 
meeting so we 
will have an 
idea of what 
we have to 
work with.  Dig 
through your 
closet and 
bring in some 
stuff that will 
find a happier 
home!! 
 There 
is another 
contest coming up before ours--in 
just a little under two weeks, West 
Central Missouri IPMS will host their 
annual contest at Liberty Christian 
Fellowship in Liberty.  This club puts 
on a GREAT contest--it will definitely 
be worth the drive.   
 Looking forward to this 
month's meeting.  Hope to see you 
there! 

  
Shane  Curtis 

Shane  Curtis 
Absentee Landlord and 

oppressor of the modeling 

folk. 
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Our contest is almost here!  We 

still have vendor tables available. 

At $10 each. If you need a table, 

please contact Mark at 

mgerges@kc.rr.com.  
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Last meeting recap 

    The July meeting came to order with VP Timothy Moran presiding (again). We had a great turn-out of 

members, and spent a good deal of the meeting good naturedly poking fun of those we had not seen in a 

few months.  Reminder was put out about the meeting change in September to allow us to meet before 

the contest, as well as a call for models for the contest raffle.  

     On a related note, the club has reserved the venue for the 2017 contest on 16 September 2017.  Still 

need to get this approved by our regional coordinator, but save the date for next year.  

Right: Ed Burgess recently 

became a reviewer for the 

website Armorama and re-

ceived his first kits to re-

view, three versions of the 

venerable M109 self-

propelled howitzer in resin 

by the company Artitec in 

1:87th scale.  Watch Ar-

morama for the reviews in the 

near future.   

 Below right: In all of 

its pink glory, Ed brought his 

fighter from the animi series 

“Space Pirate Captain Har-

lock.”  It will certainly stand 

out on the contest table.   

Left: 1:35 AMX-10 RC with SS-

11 AT missiles, armed with a 

75mm gun.    

Above: JW Dirkse leads the group in the 

July demo of how to mask and paint air-

craft canopies, and brought in a number of 

different techniques for us to examine.  

Left: The editor would like to publicly apologize to Jo-

seph Hrenchir for even hinting that the Hrenchir 

household might be filling with his last month’s model, a 

1:72 jagdpanzer.  So he brought in another 1:72 mod-

el— this one the B-36 Peacemaker.  Initially designed 

during WWII as a super long range aircraft to bomb 

German from the east coast of the US if Great Britain 

fell, it did not fly until 1946 and became operational the 

next year. When this kit was issued in 1980, it was the 

largest plastic model aircraft kit— so obviously the 

Hrenchir’s have plenty of room left for a few more kits.    



 

 Donations for School of New Beginnings, Lansing, Kansas 

 Tim Fincham and Doug Hall are accepting donations for The School of New Beginnings Plastic Model Build-

ing Differentiated Education Program.  They accept kits you do not intend to build, old built models or “clunkers” 

that you have, parts of all kinds and supplies.  Please give to Doug Hall or Tim Fincham at the meetings.   

 New Beginnings works with students K – 12  with learning disorders, emotional challenges, and some have 

been trouble with the law.  Plastic modeling provides an opportunity to be creative and keep hands busy with a me-

dium that is new to many of them. 
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Request for Assistance  

Last meeting recap : Ron Denning tends to bring in the most interesting, one 

off, type of models.  The B-26 Marauder was the last aircraft 

off the assembly line, known as the Middle River Stump 

Jumper.  It was a test version for inline landing gear, and had 

two nose gear mounted under the engine nacelles with an 

inline system in the fuselage.  This required external framing 

to be added to the fuselage to strengthen it.   

Left below: Ron’s other model was the Ba 349 Natter still in 

the box.  The Natter had the distinction of being the world’s 

first vertical take off interceptor.  It made one flight, killing 

the test pilot.  The aircraft was made mostly of plywood, 

and after the mission had no landing gear— the pilot would 

eject himself and the engine, the only two critical systems, 

which would be reinstalled in another airframe.    

Left: Timothy Moran brought his Grum-

man F3F-3 by Revell-Mongram.  He is 

working on super-detailing the cockpit and 

adding detail all around.  The F3F was the 

last American biplane fighter aircraft deliv-

ered to the US military just prior to 

WWII, and was retired in 1941.  



Thoughts taken out of context: 

“I’d like a petite extra fat 

size” 

 

 

Club member placing his order for a 

club polo shirt.   
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Meeting recap continued  

Left: Rick Brownlee continues 

to wow the club with his aircraft 

models, and shows of color that 

allows what is considered a rela-

tively drab paint finish to really 

grab your attention.  This is Rev-

ell’s FW-190 kit, which Rick calls 

the Dolan Dora for the location 

he was living when he built it 

(near Gary, Indiana).  

Left: Gary Rhunke has been working on painting Hawkeye for the movie Last 

of the Mohicans (ok technically from the book but it looks like Daniel Day 

Lewis).  The kit is resin in 54mm and Gary is adding two products to repli-

cate water—Realistic Water and Water Effects.  

Below: Hanger queens coming back to live!  Gary has pulled out the LS 1:72 

Type 100 Dinah 3 that he started back in 1981.  He is adding a photo-etched 

set by Airwaves and a new vacuformed cockpit canopy.  
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Meeting recap continued  

Below: Curt Pangracs showed off his BMP-3 and base.   He used gloss effects on the vehicle and base to show a 

rainy day.  He also brought in the M792 Gamma Goat, which was the ambulance version of the six wheeled articulat-

ed chassis vehicle.  

Left: and this month’s award for worst disas-

ter goes to Doug Hall and his Westland 

Lysander.  After completing the camouflage, 

Doug set his aircraft on the back deck of his 

house to allow the sun to help dry the paint.  

What Doug forgot is that Kansas is roughly 

the same distance from the sun as Mercury, and the sun melted the 

wings, destroying his aircraft..  It was looking good Doug, and we can’t 

wait to see what you do to rebuild it.      

Right: Mark Gerges was soooo close to completing his 

SU-100 and infantry, and brought in the nearly finished  

model to the meeting.  See later in this issue for the 

completed diorama. 
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What’s on your Workbench? 

Mark Gerges has finally finished a model!  Or so it 

seems.  The model is a Dragon SU-100 in 1:35, with 

Tamiya Russian assault infantry for a diorama set in early 

spring 1945.  The eight figures had new heads from Hor-

net, painted with Vallejo paints.  He added photo-etched 

from a T-34 and IS-3 set to the SU-100. The base is blue 

insulation covered with Aves sculpt, and textured with 

sand, model railroad tall grass, and a fallen leaves prod-

uct.  The model was painted using color modulation 

technique, and then weathered with oil filters, dot filters, 

and AMMO weathering pigments and washes.  
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Demo: Diorama construction tips 

Stephen Holden will con-

duct the August demo on con-

struction tips and ideas for de-

sign of dioramas.  To get you 

interested, Steve sent along a 

few photos of projects under 

construction.  All are 1:35 WWII 

era, and the last two show his 

current project, a farm scene.  
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MeMber’s articles  

Quick and in-scale rigging for model aircraft using 

fishing line 

By Joseph Hrenchir 

When rigging model aircraft and even a 1/700 scale battleship, I use 

a 4lb weight fishing line that comes in a roll large enough to rig everyone’s 

airplanes for the foreseeable future the line is small enough to look in scale 

for 1/72 scale models, and also large enough to look good on 1/48 scale 

models. The line is also strong enough to allow the use of knots to secure it 

to antenna masts or even rigging poles on WW1 era planes. For the purpose of this article I will show how I 

rigged my 1/72 Monogram B-36 Peacemaker. The entire process takes me about 10 minutes at the most.  

 My preferred superglue is Loctite gel, the gel is thick enough to 

prevent it from dripping all over the paint of a model, I’ve had that happen 

several times with liquid glues, and strong enough to hold most rigging 

secure, it also works well for photo-etch cockpit interiors, if used sparing-

ly, the glue can be found at any department store. The fishing line can be 

found in any good fishing department, and also comes in 6lb weight for 

those who like to build larger models. 

The first step is to find your smallest drill bit and use a pin vice to 

drill a hole in the vertical stabilizer for the antenna wires, I like to go all 

the way through so I can use one piece of line for the whole process, 

meaning I tie or glue one end to the antenna mast of fuselage on the 

forward end, feed it through the vertical stabilizer, and tie or glue it 

to the other side of the forward fuselage. 

The holes on either side of the forward fuselage are drilled 

next, or the line is tied to the antenna first mast as on a C-130: 

(you’ll want to use a strong glue for the masts or they will break as 

in this 

photo  
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Quick and in-scale rigging continued: 

Next feed your line trough, I find it easier to get a 

glob of gel glue on the line, then jam it into the fuselage using 

a toothpick to knock off excess glue before spraying accelera-

tor. 

Feed the line through the vertical stabilizer, and re-

peat for the other side, this is where it may help to put some 

glue on the vertical stab to help maintain proper tension. 

The last step is to take a black Sharpie and run it 

along the lines until they are completely colored in, I use a 

sharpie because paint tends to drip, sometimes it will take 

multiple runs to cover the lines, and be careful not to press 

too hard or they will come unfastened.  

Happy rigging! Joseph Hrenchir 



  Unbroken: A World War II Story of 

Survival, Resilience, and Redemp-

tion. Written by author Laura Hillen-

brand. Washington, D.C. ISBN 978-1-

4000-6416-8. Includes maps,  biblio-

graphical references and index. Re-

viewed by Rick Brownlee. 

 www.unbroken-book.com        

www.laurahillenbrandbooks.com 

 The following is my first book review for our 

IPMS Prison City chapter. The author is Ms. Laura Hil-

lenbrand, age 49. Her first book Seabiscuit, was pub-

lished in 2001. Her latest book, published in 2010 is Un-

broken: A World War II Story of Survival, Resilience, and Re-

demption. Both books have been made into successful 

movies. I would highly recommend this book. 

 From Wikipedia using the internet, I copied the 

following: “Her writing style belongs to a new school of 

nonfiction writers, who focus more on the story than a 

literary prose style. This style builds stories around 

characters and scenes, . . . casts aside the linguistic 

showmanship that draws attention to the writing itself. 

Ms. Hillenbrand writes in detailed and dramatic fashion 

without chasing you to the dictionary. You won’t find 

such words as Paterfamilias, or sycophant, or even 

amanuensis” — I’ve found these words in other books 

I’ve read. (the meaning of these three tongue twisters 

will be found at the end of my column!) 

 I am now reading Unbroken, the story of Louis 
Zamperini, who was the bombardier in a Consolidated 

B-24 Liberator, in the Pacific Theatre. Prior to war, 

Zamperini trained as a middle distance runner and was 

on the 1936 USA Olympic track team. After war broke 

out he entered the Army and became a crew member in 

the B-24. He was captured by the Japanese and suffered 

brutal torture at their hands. That he survived is a mira-

cle.  

Hillenbrand has some 

very specific remarks 

about the shortcomings 

of the four engine split 

tailed bomber. Here are 

a few excerpts from the 

author’s comments. “Flat 
faced, rectangular, and 

brooding, the B-24 had 

looks only a myopic 

mother could love . . . 

Cockpit was oppressive-

ly cramped, forcing pilot 

and copilot to live cheek 

to jowl for missions as long as sixteen hours . . . 

B-24 wheels had no steering, so the pilot had to 

cajole the bomber along by feeding power to 

one side’s engine, then the other, working back 

and forth on the left and right brakes . . . the D 

model weighed 71,000 pounds loaded . . . flying 

it was like wrestling a bear, leaving pilots weary 

and sore . . . the plane was so clumsy that it 

was difficult to fly in tight formation . . . the B-

24 was plagued with mechanical difficulties . . . if 

one of the four engines quit, staying airborne 

was challenging . . . failure of two engines was 

often an emergency.“ 

 Lastly, as I promised: Paterfamilias is 

the male head 

of the family; 

sycophant is a 

person who 

praises people 

in authority, in 

order to gain 

some advantage 

from them; 
amanuensis 

can be a secre-

tary, one who 

takes dictation 

and writes let-

ters.  
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Louis Zamperini 

Laura Hillenbrand 

http://www.unbroken-book.com


 

Wanted: excess legs from walkers--Star Wars AT-AT or some such.  They would not 

need to be in pristine condition; I'll be tarting them up with wires and other greeblies.  

Thinking of building the attached. Please contact Ed Burgess. 
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Buy, Sell, or Trade 

What’s not to love about an 18 

minute video, in Russian, of 

some shade tree mechanics trying to start a SU-122?   

Click here for the link.  

The SU-122 was a Soviet self-propelled gun used during WWII.  The hull was based on the T-34 chassis, 

and it mounted a 122mm howitzer for infantry support.  It was manufactured between December 1942 and 

the summer of 1944, and nearly 1,200 were manufactured.   

This video raises all sorts of questions— where is this? How long has this vehicle been sitting out there?  

Why did the photographer film those goats?  So if you find an old vehicle and get it running, do you keep 

to keep it? 

According to the top Russian language translator in the Gerges family, Alex, this may be in Ukraine, since 

there are some references to Kiev.  

The video really gets exciting around the 10:30 mark when they get it running, and then surprisingly it 

drives away.   

Thanks Ed Burgess for the video link.  

 

Right: SU-122 in the Kubinka Tank Mu-

seum, Russia.  This one probably runs 

too! 

Wasting time on the web  

http://digg.com/video/starting-engine-russia-tank-destroyer
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Aurora 1:48 Scale F8U Crusader 

 I have always enjoy building the older kits. Raised 

rivets, raised panel lines, raised insignia details, one piece 

wings, and no cockpit detail. The wheels went up and 

down, the control surfaces were movable. Brings back 

thoughts to a simpler time when I started building mod-

els in the mid-50’s. This Aurora 1:48 scale F8U Crusader 

build was straight out of the box. As a young modeler I 

always painted the tips of the wings and tail surfaces red. 

This build was no different. The port wing was warped 

so I left it alone. I was afraid it would snap if I messed 

with it. Of course this kit had the removable tail section 

to reveal the engine. The color was left in original gray 

plastic. I did paint the flaps, tail control surfaces, and canopy frame light gray. The original 

decals were in really bad shape, so I painted the insignias.   

Love the old stands. 

 

I hope you enjoy the trip down memory 

lane. 

 

Regards, 

Ron Denning 

What’s on your Workbench?  
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From Ed Burgess: Someone in the 

Great Plains club recommended a new 

acrylic based primer.  It is weirdly named Stynylrez.  Having seen a 

Bandai Millennium Falcon primed in it, I bought some on Amazon 

Prime.  The product is well worth a try.  Seems to do a fine job of 

leveling and preserving detail. Delivered via airbrush, no thinning 

required.  I think it is more effective than the Tamiya rattlecan I’ve 

been using, as it’s easier to get everything covered without overdo-

ing it to the point of drips and/or losing surface detail.  No odor and 

easy clean-up. 

 In case you’ve been pining for odd kitbash designs, here 

are some snaps of a WIP I've been playing with for a while.  The 

body is from a 1/72 Airfix kit of the Hawker Siddely Hawk.  The kit 

is dated 1975.  Running gear is from a Revell kit of the Kurtis mini 

racer I bought at Omaha Nats and never got around to building.  I 

used brake fluid to remove the chrome, something I’d read about 

but never tried.  The vertical fin is actually the underside of the 

Hawk wings, with slots for hardpoints.  I was just taken by the 

shape, even though it is a bit out of proportion.  Various bits of styrene sheet and spares box attachments 

complete the design Primed in Stynylrez, which worked well.  Using an airbrush did a much smoother job 

than a Tamiya rattle can.  

 The driver is from a set of Preiser 1/48 military figures that 

Mark (sic– probably Gary R). gave me.  It has a head I ordered 

from the sculptor, and a significant amount of surgery.  I was going 

for a cyberpunk sensibility, hence the connections (Radio Shack 

solder) into his head, eye socket, and body.  At this scale it’s not 

as creepy as I’d like but there’s a limit to teensy detailing.  More of 

that to come, probably.  He’s primed in dark gray; not sure what 

the final will look like. 

 I sprayed Tamiya red (X-7) over the primer, mainly because I realized that I had nothing else but 

matte paints on hand and this cries out for a shiny finish.  A little orange-peel effect appeared, curse it, 

which will need some attention.  More to do on this car.  I have a few ideas and just have to make up my 

mind and build the ones that feel right.   

What’s on your Workbench?  



 

Need a club 

polo shirt or 

hat?  contact 

the secretary 

to order.  

 

Want to 

carpool to 

one of these shows?  Bring it 

up at the meeting, or send a 

group message.   

 

Have any ideas for new fea-

tures, or have something to 

contribute? Send it to me.: 

mgerges@kc.rr.com 

 

 

Please volunteer for a demo. Up-

coming demos for the chapter:   

 

August:  Steve Holden-diorama 
tips.  Steve will focus on three 
things: 1) Picking the right build-
ings.  Not all diorama kits are cre-
ated alike; 2) Painting and detailing 
buildings and diorama pieces.  Reg-
ular model paint often times does 
not work on diorama pieces; 3) 
Integrating different models into a 
diorama.  This includes buildings 
figures, vehicles, foliage, signs, and 
set pieces.  

September: Judging clinic— join us 
as we discuss the upcoming show, 
review the IPMS judging standards, 
and practice on models from previ-
ous shows.  

October: Mark Gerges will discuss 
the scale effects of light that 
should be taken into account as 

you finish your models. 

 

 

 

 

Meetings:  

third Wednesday of the month 

at the Leavenworth Public Library 

417 Spruce Street, Leavenworth 

IPMS Prison City Modelers 

 

27 August 2016: Model Fest 2016.  Liberty Christian Fellowship, 1815 W. Liberty Dr, Liberty, 

MO. West Central Missouri IPMS, Justin Carlson,  816-256-1310.  

 

10 September 2016: IPMS Gateway Contest and Swap Meet.  Contact: Doug Barton - 

peddocdoug@gmail.com  

 

 17 September 2016: 9th Annual LEAVENWORTH MODEL SHOW, http://

leavenworthmodelersclub.org/contest/ 109 Delaware Street, Leavenworth, KS.  Mark 

Gerges, mgerges@kc.rr.com. (913) 680-0066.  Special theme:  Communist Bloc, 1946-

1991 

5 November 2016: TIGERCON .  Columbia, MO. Central Missouri Scalemodelers, Contact: 

T.Mike Curry - centralmissouriscalemodelers@gmail.com   

 

8 April 2017: SURGICON 23. The Euclid Room, Hy-Vee, Des Moines, Iowa. Central Missouri 

Scale Modelers, Contact: Joe Lotz - jlotz@iowatelecom.net  

Upcoming events : 

W E ’ RE  ON  T HE  WEB—  

HTTP : / /

LEAVENWORTHMODELERSCLUB . ORG /  

A N D  F A CE BOOK !  

HTTPS : / / WWW . FACEBOOK . COM /

P RISON -C ITY-M ODELERS- I PMS-

486355701564636 /  

Club Demo Schedule  
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